:Boundary Representations on C*-algebras with Matrix Units • .Abstract
Let @ be a C*-algebra with unit, let @) be a linear subspace of 0\) ® Mn which contains the natural set of matrix units and which gene1•ates Q0 as a C*-algebra. Let (~ be the subset of ~ consisting of entries of' matrices in ( §'~ Then the boundary representations of ~ ® Mn relative to @ are parametrtzed by the boundary representations of [ §: rela- tive to ® Also, a non-trivial example is gtven of a subalgebra of a C*~algebra wb.ich possesses exactly one boundary representationo The concept of Choqu.e-t boundary has recen·tly been generalized by Al.'"veson ( 1, 2) to apply to an arbitrary C*-algebra with unlt and a linear subspace (or even subset) which generates the C*-algebra. More specifically, he defines the notion of an (irreducible) boundary represeuta·tion of the C*·-algebra.
relative to the generating subspace~ (The precise definition is given below.) In the e"'lent that the algebra is abelian, 8Jld. so o:f the form C(X), we may identify 'the points of X with the irreducible representations of C(X); a point in X will be a boundary l'epresentation for a subspace €' of C(X' ' I if and only if it lies in the Choquet bou.Tldary for ® (see (1] p p.168). Since the boundary representations for a subspace reveal inf'o:rmation on the extent to which the subspace de·ter-mines the structure of the C*-algebra (cf- [1] , Theorem 2.2.5), it becomes useful to be able to find the boundary representations for a given subspace.
In this paper we shall study the problem of finding boWldary representations on C*-algebras which possess a set of n x n matrix units, i.e. C*-a.lgebras of the form Zf;® Mn. Prov1 .ded that we assume tb.a. i,j = 1,2,o •• ,n ia a set of n x n -~at~-~nj~~ provided; ( 1 ) all i,j. (2) all i,j,k,l -1 i.f. j = k and ::: 0 otherwise) (3) t} 1F 
We now let t E @\ -."':/
an.d compute ~(Ekl(t)) for arbi tt·ary k,l = 1, .. ,. 8 ,n. Let T be an element of @ such that t is an entry in the matrix T, say the i,j-entry. I't is trivial to see that Ek 1 (t) = Fk 1 TFjl' whence a(Ek 1 (t)) ~ a(Fk 1 )a(T)a(Fj 1 ). Th~n, using the fact that each a(F 1 j) commutes with P, we have Pcr(Ek 1 (t))P = Pc(Fk 1 )Pcr(T)Po(Fjl)P.
And finally 9 since cp = V*oV agrees with n(n) on @., we
ki J:jl = n(n)(Ekl(t)).
Any matrix in ~Jn) with entries from ~~) is a sum of matrices of the form Ekl ( t), t E ('!~ ThGrei'ore, we have shown that cp must agree with rr(n) on the subse·t of all matrices in ~(n) with entr1.ea from ~ a.nd we have not, as yet, used .. the assumption that n is a boundary representation of '!!) for ~ Consider the mappillg •: linear combination of poei ti ve elements~ so cp(E 1 . 1 (a)) =
., > 2 then B1j ventry of (:Bij) entry of (Aij).
then cp(E 11 (a)) = n·(n) (E 11 (a)) for all a E (.fi)
It is now a simple matter to show that ~(E 1 j(a)) = rr(n) (Eij (a)) for all i, j = 1,. 8 . ,n and all a E ® Since
and since @.is invs.riant under all ·the c(F ij), we have
And finally, since an arbitrary element in ~~n) is just a follows that polynomials in f'"" !!. In particular, TT(G) leaves P invarianto Replace G· by R = F -F* and repeat the a.rguru.ent to show that TT(H) also leaves P invar:i.ant. But then both n(F) and n(F*) leave P invariant.. Since @ ® M 2 ls generated by F and the
